Corrosive corollaries of this fact
Decisive credibility subtract
From evolution's viability
However old the Earth in truth may be.
For contradictory phylogenies*
With clashing unpredicatabilities
(To Occam's Razor, ** gross deformities)
Exhaust all reasoned possibilities
Whose zig-zag cursed chaotics self-refute.
So how could species possibly transmute?
With incongruent templates of descent,
NO NATURAL SELECTION'S EVIDENT.
Irreconcilable phylogenies –
Untenable dysfunctionalities.

*Phylogenies are "evolutionary trees," which visualize alleged descent from supposedly "close common ancestors."

**Occam's Razor says the simplest explanation for something is best. Yet there is no simplest common ancestry. Each protein's phylogeny, based on amino acid sequence differences among life forms, is simplest for it, however complex and contradictory with regard to all other phylogenies, defying Occam's Razor.

"True Wit is Nature to advantage dressed;
What oft was thought, but ne'er so well expressed."
- Alexander Pope, Essay on Criticism